CELEBRATION OF YEAR 2’s WORK
WEEK 1 LEARNING GRID SPRING 2021
This has not been the start to the New Year that we hoped for however the children in Year
2 and their parents have amazed me with their adaptability. It has been great this week to
talk to parents and children about all the hard work they are doing at home. We have some
keyworker children in class, who have also been really focused on their studies, and
examples of their work is included below too.
Year 2 have completed some challenging work in Maths on time this week – it’s not an easy
topic so well done all of you! In English Year 2 have made some great predictions based on
the covers of their class book ‘Meerkat Mail’ and written some descriptive sentences about
the experience of travelling.
Keep up the amazing work everyone!
RE - Books
Josue discussed the importance of books and,
as a class, we looked at the purpose of
different books. In class, we thought about
what a world without books would look like.
We also discussed what books we had at home
and in school. We noticed that all the children
had a Bible in class and at home.
Josue has drawn some lovely pictures to go
with his book titles.
Fantastic work Josue!
Science – Recycling
Eva has, with her mother’s support, looked at
recycling around the house as well as the
worksheet on the Learning Grid. She has put
recycling into action by sorting out
recyclable materials in her home and putting
them in the correct bins.
Recycling is so important because we need to
help look after the planet.
Outstanding effort Eva!

History –Gideon
Gideon has looked at topic vocabulary for
Mary Seacole and identified where he had ‘no
idea’, ‘heard of’ or ‘knew’ the words listed in
the table.
Where he knew the word Gideon then went on
to write his own definition of the words.

Amazing effort Gideon!
Phonics- Dieudonne
I’m really impressed with the way Dieudonne
has written the day and topic at the top of
the sheet so it is clear what learning he has
completed. All of his letters are sitting
clearly on the line and his descenders are
very clear too.
Dieudonne has made a fantastic effort with
this work as he has completed all of his
contraction apostrophe’s correctly and
completed the challenge too.
Well done Dieudonne!
Maths – Chantal has really focused on her
work and matched the events to their
approximate times correctly. I really like the
way she has improved her work with green
pen, and, checked the position of the hour
hand when the time is at half past the hour.

Well done Chantal!

English – Kenna
Kenna looked closely at the front and back
covers of the book ‘Meerkat Mail’ and in this
piece of writing has written about what she
knows about the book based on this.
She has also improved her work by
responding to the feedback given.

Great work Kenna!

Maths – Ebenezer
In this example of Ebenezer’s work he has
correctly identified times that are quarter to
and quarter past the hour. I like the way he
has clearly labelled the clocks. When
Ebenezer has drawn the hands on his clocks he
has clearly made one hand longer than the
other so you can tell easily which is the hour
hand and which is the minute hand.
Excellent work Ebenezer!

Phonics – Noah
Noah has expanded the contracted version
of the words correctly. He has even
expanded ‘can’t’ into ‘cannot’ correctly – this
is tricky as it’s unusual because it’s one word.
He’s completed the challenge and written his
own sentences using contractions.

Well done Noah!

Maths – Emmanuel
Emmanuel has worked very hard on reading
time to the nearest five minutes and gone on
to answer challenge questions based on this
correctly.
Fantastic work Emmanuel!

Phonics – Augustine
Augustine has successfully contracted words
and then expanded the contracted form too.
I really like the way he has improved his
work too and checked it.
Amazing effort Augustine!

English Writing
Kenny has packed interesting items in his
suitcase, and, written sentences explaining
why he has packed them using the
conjunction ‘because’. Well done for
extending your sentences in this way!
Also well done for being resourceful and
using what you have at home to complete
work from the Learning Grid.
Keep up the amazing effort Kenny!

English Spellings – Jakub
Jakub has been practicing his spellings and
handwriting at home and has made his
ascenders very clear. His ‘l’ and ‘t’ are very
clear tall letters.
He has also used the resources available at
home. Well done for being so adaptable
Jakub!
Phonics – Contractions
Jayden has correctly matched the
contracted form and put the contraction
apostrophe in the correct place when writing
them out.
I’m impressed he’s completed the challenge
and thoroughly agree that it hasn’t easy in
Lockdown! However, you are making amazing
efforts so you should be very proud of
yourself.

Keep it up Jayden!
English – Reading
Joshua J has successfully chosen the correct
word to complete this poem about Incy Wincy
Spider. I also like the way he has remembered
to add correct punctuation at the end of the
sentence.
Well done Joshua J!

